
Appendix B - MPL Penalty Index

1. General Rule
1.1 MPL Operating Committee will issue the following 5 type penalties if there is any violation of any
term from official rules or other documents from the Operating Committee.

● Verbal or Written Warning(s)
● Loss of Side Selection for Current or Future Game(s)
● Fine(s)
● Loss of Game
● Suspension(s)

1.2 The Maximum Penalty means the MPL Operating Committee can punish the team up to that penalty.
The MPL Operating Committee reserves the right to modify the maximum and minimum penalties at any
time. The following are two examples where the MPL Operating Committee will give harsher or lighter
penalties:

1.2.1 Serious offenses: continued offenses after a warning have been given by the Operating Committee,
misleading or deceiving the Operating Committee, etc., will result in a harsher penalty given.

1.2.2 Light offenses: actively cooperating with the Operating Committee after committing an offense,
unintentional or negligent offenses, etc., will result in a lighter penalty given.

1.3 A Match Suspension refers to one BO3 or BO5 of MPL-SG. The suspension shall apply to professional
and semi-professional tournaments held by Moonton in all regions of the world. If a player gets a Match
Suspension punishment at the end of the MPL Season and the player cannot finish the suspension during
this Season, then the rest of the match suspension will move to next Season.

1.4 A Season Suspension refers to the MPL Season. There are two Seasons for MPL each year: 1st Jan to
30th June, and 1st July to 31st Dec. If the player gets a One Season Suspension during the middle of one
MPL Season, it means this player will be suspended for this season and the next season. The player must
complete the whole Season Suspension before the player can join any professional or semi-professional
tournaments held by Moonton in all regions.

1.5 The fine will be done by the MPL Operating Committee by deducting the team's prize or weekly
subsidy. If the fine is more than that team's prize and weekly subsidy, then the fine will be done by
deducting the team's subsidy from other weeks. Meanwhile, the MPL Operating Committee will allow
the teams to fine the violator from their own team by deducting the violator's salary, but this deduction
cannot be more than 50% of the team's fine.

1.6 Unless otherwise specified, the loss of side selection rights refers to loss of side selection rights by
the Team in the next Game. In the event that such penalties are imposed in the last Game between the
Teams, the penalties will be carried out in the next Game of the penalized Team.

1.7 Moonton officially retains the right of final interpretation of these Rules and is entitled to impose
penalties not listed below.



2. Penalty Index
The offense’s penalty will be divided into 3 types. One is according to the number of times the
player/team makes the same offense in 1 year (1st Jan to 31stDec), which is listed in the Penalty Index A.
The second is according to the severity of the offense, which is listed in the Penalty Index B. The final is
regarding rules to prevent the spread of COVID-19 in 2021, which is listed in the Penalty Index C.

Penalty Index A:

Offense 1st violation 2nd violation 3rd violation Maximum Penalty

Late Conduct
Description: any
conduct including
but not limited to
(1) Late Arrival,
(2) not setting
the game
account on
time.etc

150 SGD 350 SGD 550 SGD 750 SGD fine
and violator
gets banned
for this match
and the next
match.

Not appearing for
scheduled media
day, causing
disruption to
media day
schedule

1,000 SGD +
Covering all
related cost
for the
rescheduled
media day

2,000 SGD +
Covering all
related cost
for the
rescheduled
media day

- -

Not following
Instructions of
MPL Officials.
Example: Player
movement
instructions, not
entering the
game room,
bringing
forbidden
equipment to the
Match Area, etc.

WARNING 100 SGD 300 SGD 500 SGD fine
and violator
gets
banned for this
match and the
next match.



Exploitation of a
bug while the
Operating
Committee has
already informed
all the teams not
to do so
beforehand.

Loss of the
Game

Loss of the
Game +
possible
suspension
of the
violator of
up to 2
matches

Loss of the
Game +
possible
suspension
of the
violator of
up to 4
matches

Loss of the
Game and one
Season
Suspension for
the violator

Requesting pick
during ban pick
phase

WARNING 100 SGD 300 SGD 500 SGD fine
and violator
gets
banned for this
match and the
next match.

Unauthorized
communication
during a pause.

WARNING 200 SGD 400 SGD Lose this Game
and one Season
Suspension for
the violator

Unauthorized
pause without
acceptable
reasons.

WARNING 200 SGD 400 SGD Lose this Game
and one Season
Suspension for
the violator

Team forfeiting
game without
prior consent
from the
League.

200 SGD 350 SGD Confiscation
of the entire
Team's
weekly
SUBSIDY

Confiscation of
the Team's all
weekly SUBSIDY

Failure to have
the minimum
required
number of
substitutes on
the active
Roster.

200 SGD 300 SGD 500 SGD 700 SGD Fine
and Loss of
Side
Selection Rights
for all the
matches for that
game

Failure to follow
the MPL uniform
policy (OFFLINE).

WARNING 50 SGD 100 SGD Off the Stage

Smoking at the
Match Area
(OFFLINE).

300
SGD/player

500
SGD/player

700
SGD/player

1,000
SGD/player
fine and



violator gets
banned for this
match and the
next match.

Smoking
anywhere in
the studio
compound (53
Ubi Ave 1,
#05-02,
Singapore
408934)

300
SGD/player

500
SGD/player

700
SGD/player

1,000
SGD/player +
Season
Suspension

Changing of
phone
settings
without
getting the
approval from
the Game
Marshalls
(only applicable
for Phones
provided by the
Organising
Committee).

100 SGD 200 SGD 350 SGD 600 SGD.
Violators get
banned for this
match and the
next match.

Celebration
and
taunting from a
team without
reasonable
consideration
of the On Stage
Actions
Guideline
with the intention
to cause
harm/insult the
opponent team

Warning 100 SGD 200 SGD 350 SGD + 1
week
suspension to
player(s)

Team Manager
failure to turn
up/ to be
onsite with the
team

Warning 100 SGD 200 SGD 350 SGD for
continuous
absence



Team member
take part in the
event or business
which relate with
booster, unofficial
top-up platform,
illegal hosting of
tournament
rooms, etc

WARNING and
team
members to
cease the
partake
immediately

500 SGD One match
suspension

One season
suspension

Non-playing
personnel in the
same room as the
participants for
qualifier

Warning Loss of the
game

Disqualificati
on of the
match

Penalty Index B:

Offense Slight Offense
Penalty

Typical Offense
Penalty

Maximum
Penalty (First
Offense)

Maximum
Penalty (Multi
time Offense)

Team's failure
to fulfill its
contractual
obligations to
the Players
and Coaches
Example:
failure to
make
payments on
time, etc.

WARNING and
Team will be
required to
fulfill the
entirety of the
contract
obligation
effectively
immediately.

Temporarily
withhold the
amount of
Player salary
that should be
paid to the
players, and
return to the
team after the
team fulfills the
obligation to
do the
payments

N.A. Permanent
Suspension

The failure of a
player or a
coach to fulfill
their
contractual
obligations to
the Team
Example:
unilateral

WARNING and
violator will be
required to
fulfill the
entirety of the
contract
obligation
effectively
immediately.

4 Matches
Suspension (if
the violator
retires, the
suspension
starts from
when he/she is
officially
re-registered)

One Season
Suspension (if
the violator
retires, the
suspension
starts from
when he/she is
officially re
registered)

Permanent
Suspension (if
the violator
retires, the
suspension
starts from
when he/she is
officially
re-registered)



declaration of
retirement,
etc.

Deceiving or
misleading
MPL Officials
about the
eligibility of
Team
Members
Description:
submitting
false
information
about Team
Member's
residency or
age, contract,
etc.

300 SGD 500 SGD 1,000 SGD Permanent
Suspension

Misconduct
Example:
cheating
during the
Match,
intentional
disconnection
in the Game,
etc.

Lose this Game Lose this Game
and 1 Match
Suspension

Lose this Game
and 3 Matches
Suspension

Lose this Game
and one Season
Suspension for
the violator

Major
Misconduct
Example:
assaulting an
opponent,
attempting to
bribe a referee,
etc.

One Match
suspension for
violator

One Season
Suspension for
violator

Two Seasons
Suspension for
violator

Permanent
Suspension for
violator

Unprofessio
nal behavior
Description:
sexual
harassment,
violence, hate
speech,

One Match
suspension for
violator

One Season
Suspension for
violator

Two Seasons
Suspension for
violator

Permanent
Suspension for
violator



abusive
behaviors, etc.

Match-Fixing
Description:
deliberately
losing a game
for prize
money or any
other reason,
pre-arranging
to split prize
money and/or
other form of
compensation,
etc.

One Season
suspension

Two Seasons
Suspension

Permanent
Suspension

-

Unauthorize
d
installation of
software on
official phones
(OFFLINE)

WARNING Lose this Game
and 1 Match
Suspension

Lose this Game
and 3 Matches
Suspension

Lose this Game
and one Season
Suspension for
the violator

Unauthorize
d
access to other
Teams'
confidential
information
Example:
stealing other
Teams’
contracts or
materials that
are generally
understood or
designated as
confidential
information
through any
means.

WARNING One Season
Suspension for
violator

Two Seasons
Suspension for
violator

Permanent
Suspension for
violator

Failure to
submit the
required
documentation

WARNING 200 SGD Team
needs to be
responsible for
the extra fees

300 SGD Team
needs to be
responsible for
the extra fees

500 SGD +
Team needs to
be responsible
for the extra



on time.
Example:
failure to
submit the
contract with
players or
copies of
passports, etc.
The team
members will
not be
allowed to
participate in
the
tournament
until the full
submission of
all relevant
documents.

arising from the
late
submission.
Example:
Media day,
hotel, etc.

arising from
the late
submission.
Example:
Media day,
hotel, etc.

fees arising
from the late
submission.
Example: Media
day, hotel, etc.

Not adhering
to scheduled
tournament
related
rehearsals and
ping-tests
without valid
reasons (i.e.
valid Medical
Cert, National
Service)

1,000 SGD 1,500 SGD 3,000 SGD -

Poaching
Description:
Any
communicatio
n/ negotiations
with other
team's players
that have not
completed
their Player
Services
Agreements
regarding
trades,
movement,

WARNING 100 SGD 300 SGD 500 SGD



etc., will be
considered as
breaking anti
poaching
policy.

Disclosure of
confidential
information to
the public
Description: A
Team Member
may not
disclose any
confidential
information
provided by
the Operating
Committee,
Moonton or
any affiliate of
Moonton, by
any method of
communicatio
n, including all
social media
channels.

WARNING and
remove all the
posting/
promotion that
related with
the
Confidential
information.

100 SGD 300 SGD 500 SGD

Team member
engaging in
any
competitor
games’ event/
activity/
livestream or
other way to
give the
competitor
games’
exposure. The
competitor
games are
defined as
mobile MOBA
games, like
League of
Legends Wild

WARNING and
remove all the
posting/
promotion that
relates to
competitor
game.

WARNING and
remove all the
posting/
promotion that
relates to
competitor
game.

Two Matches
Suspension

Season
Suspension



Rift.

Penalty Index C

Offense 1st violation 2nd violation 3rd violation

Not following the moving
flow plan properly.

100 SGD 300 SGD + 1 week
Suspension

500 SGD + 2
weeks
Suspension

Intentional hiding of
positive Covid-19 test
result from the Operating
Committee

Note: A positive test
result must be
immediately
communicated to the
Operating Committee

Suspension for Regular Season / Playoff (individually)

Physically interacts
with anyone outside
the appointed Liaison
Officer or fellow
Player / Team.

100 SGD 300 SGD +
1 week Suspension

500 SGD + 2
weeks
Suspension

Not following safety
protocols informed by
the Operating
Committee

Note: penalty will be
given according to the
severity of violator’s
actions.

300 SGD 500 SGD + 1
week
Suspension

1000 SGD + 2
weeks
Suspension


